
What/Who can you find on Jesmond  Orchard Trail ? 

Today this bell does not ring but who was it that used to make this instrument sing? 

Two birds are hiding on graves very nearby. Can you catch their names before they 
fly? 

New trees have been planted around the cemetery, but how many of them are 
there? Can you find three? 

We are growing fruit trees like soldiers all in lines. They’re outside of the Orchard 
how many can you find?  

 We have many fruit trees and we all tend to them. But can you find 4 we harvest 
from in month number 10? 

I’m a fruit tree which sounds like an aeroplane. Can you find me and write down 
my name? 

I like to hide in damp places like under a stone. If you’re lucky today you might 
find me at home! 

I’m a colourful bird with a palette of yellow and blue. I especially like peanuts if 
you leave me a few. I feed with my friends 2,3, or 4. You’ll see me in the orchard 
and eating scraps from the floor. Write my name if you see me and how many you 
saw. 

I sing my song all year round. Including Winter with snow on the ground. My rosy 
breast brightens up the trees. Here I look for berries and insects among the leaves. 
I feed from the ground and bird table too. Can you see me before I see you?  

I am permanently in the Orchard and sometimes sneak through the graves. My tail 
is bushy and almost waves. Some say I am sly and cunning but I don’t think so. Can 
you spot me before you go? 

 



 

There was an old lady in Jesmond who named an apple tree she gave one to us but 
which one could it be? 

I’m a bit of a hoot and I’m looking down at you. Can you see me because I see you? 

I’m sometimes in races but not so this year.  I’ve slowly crawled to my hideaway 
can you see me, I’m quite near ? 

Usually I come out when it’s going dark. My coat is prickly and quite sharp. Today 
I’m hiding in a little secret place. If you look closely you may see my face. 

They love me in the Orchard, I eat up pesky insects on leaves. I’m colourful of 
body and blow off in a breeze. I’m a beetle really but don’t go by that name. Can 
you find me all the same? 

Green shiny ivy clings to our walls but we have some more which is not living at 
all. It’s a permanent sight for all who visit our corner. But where is it hiding like 
Little Jack Horner? 

I pollinate the fruit trees and the vegetables you eat. I’m a busy little buzzing 
worker with 6 tiny feet. I’m in the Orchard feeding, on the flowers I can see. Can 
you find me today but don’t try and touch me! 

Hope you enjoy our Orchard Trail try all or just a few. 
It’s really just about having fun and bringing the Orchard to you. 


